Bach's intentions, and supplement the lack of written records that might otherwise give background information about his compositions, for keyboard in particular. In this article I will show that there is still an abundance of information yet to be extracted from his manuscripts, specifically Bach's quaver beaming, which when interpreted will reveal more about Bach's compositional and performance decisions as he wrote them out.
That quaver beaming in Bach's autograph manuscripts is a valuable subject to study has been established. In 2011 against a broader background of Bach's notational practice I was able to demonstrate the values for both performers and editors of critical editions of quaver beaming. 4 In this article, I shall go one step further and demonstrate that Bach's quaver beams reflect how Bach responded to his pieces in composition and performance, and explore whether or not there is a more rational explanation of the anomalies in Bach's notation in his original manuscripts and prints. This has never been pursued thoroughly before and it promises to uncover the ideas that guided his notational practice and his spontaneous responses to the challenges he faced while writing out the music on paper. Bach often beamed his quavers beyond the beat-unit indicated by the time-signature, as if to indicate the way he perceived, phrased or articulated a musical line. In this essay I will analyse Bach's quaver beaming and consider what the observations imply for Bach's intentions for the performance, aiming to bring Bach's thoughts and intentions closer to the performer.
General principles of quaver beaming in Bach's autographs
Reproduced in ex.1 is the first page of Bach's autograph of the G-minor Fugue of WTC II, dating from ca.1739-40. 5 In bar 23 (the last bar of the fifth system in ex.1) six quavers are joined by a single beam in the tenor. They belong to the redundant subject entry, and their beaming follows the form used in first statement of the subject in bar 4. However, in bars 24-27 (sixth system of ex.1) the quavers in the bass are beamed in groups of two. Why did Bach notate these quavers differently from those belonging to subject entries? Is it significant that the shorter beaming is found in the episode rather than in the fugue subject? Is pitch a determining factor, with leaps attracting shorter beaming while repeated notes or scalic progressions use longer beaming? Or is the peculiar beaming here a characteristic of his notation at a specific period of his life? 4 Yo Tomita, 'Reading soul from manuscripts: some observations on performance issues in J. S. Bach's habits of writing his music', Essays in honor of Christopher Hogwood: the maestro's direction, ed. T. Donahue (Lanham, 2011), pp. 13-40. 5 Yoshitake Kobayashi, 'Zur Chronologie der Spätwerke Johann Sebastian Bachs: Kompositions-und Aufführungstätigkeit von 1736 bis 1750', Bach-Jahrbuch, lxxiv (1988), p. 46.
The last proposition can be ruled out as a similar observation can be made in WTC I, copied twenty years earlier than its younger counterpart WTC II. Ex.2 shows the first page of the B-minor Fugue from Bach's autograph fair copy of 1722. Bach notated the fugue subjects in the exposition with extended beams over groups of four quavers: only in the fourth entry in the soprano in bars 13-15 (from the third to the fourth system in ex.2) does the pattern of beaming become irregular; in the next entry in the alto from bar 21 (at the beginning of the sixth system in ex.2), the beaming is likewise not consistently preserved in the remainder of the subject entry (viz. bars 22-23). Looking outside of the subject entries, at material belonging primarily to the episodes, we find quavers beamed in groups of two in the bass part in bars 17-20, 23 and 26-27, which is consistent with the observations found in the G-minor fugue of WTC II. The occurrence of shorter beams in the bass is another feature that the two examples have in common. However, the first point, namely that Bach noted the fugue subjects of the B-minor fugue with extended beams, is of more interest as it supports the earlier observation in the G-minor Fugue that longer quaver beams were used for the fugue subject, while the shorter were for the episodes, even though both the fugue subject and the bass line in the episodes are made up of the same motivic material consisting of large leaps. This is indicative of the composer's preference for distinguishing between the types of thematic material rather than responding naturally to melodic contours. The fact that the beam length is not entirely consistent in the B-minor fugue of WTC I may be related to the dilemmas Bach was faced with as a consequence of such prioritisation. But this will be revisited more carefully later. 
Previous discussions on beaming
The issue of beaming, with specific reference to its implications on phrasing and articulation, has been noted many times since the early 1970s by scholars studying the compositions of Frescobaldi, Sweelinck, Johann Caspar Kerll, John Blow, Scarlatti and Rameau. 6 We are also informed that beaming was used in a more imaginative and distinct way to indicate phrasing and articulation by composers after Bach; composers such as J. C. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, and Brahms, who took the idea of phrasing and articulation of the melody to a new level. 7 However in Bach studies the question of beaming has not yet been fully addressed.
The editors of the Neue Bach-Ausgabe, for example, normalised inconsistencies in Bach's beaming, treating it as something that required editorial arbitration, 8 in contradiction to their editorial guideline which advises editors to retain Bach's own grouping of notes with beams as it may convey articulation. 9 This is not to say that the potential value of information hidden in the quaver beaming was not known to Bach scholars. In the 1994 Associated Board edition of WTC, its editor Richard Jones preserved the beaming of the primary source for the movement he had chosen with all the inconsistencies therein, but without fully establishing the reasons behind this decision or stating the value of doing so. 10 When working on the revised edition of Bach's WTC II for Henle in 2006, I realised that there seemed to be 'fine nuances' in the notational forms of Bach's quaver beams, which begged further study but conceded then that it was too vast a question to answer satisfactorily in the restricted space of an editorial preface. 11 Certain occurrences persuaded me that Bach intended to indicate a musical nuance through his choice of beaming, while other less convincing examples left me wondering if Bach had a rigorous system at all.
Bach's quaver beams -norms and exceptions
Like many other composers of his time, Bach made use of beams to construct notational units of beat within the given time-signature. This visually clarifies the metrical structure of the piece. Semiquavers and smaller notes are almost always beamed in a beat-unit (hereafter referred to as 'default' beaming), 12 whereas quavers are very often found in a longer unit, viz. two beats in 2/4 or 4/4, and three beats in the case of 3/4 (hereafter referred to as 'extended' beaming), as summarised in table 1. 13 For example, Bach's normal beaming throughout his life in 2/4 time connects all four quavers in a bar (or three if the melody includes a rest), and only under exceptional circumstances does he beam two quavers at a time to coincide with the beat unit indicated by the time-signature. 
Table 2 Bach's notation of quaver-semiquaver/demisemiquaver combinations in 3/4 time [insert table 2]
implications of the calligraphic shapes of beams (wavy or straight) and the expression of melismas (see, for example, Joel Lester, Bach's works for Solo Violin: style, structure, performance, Oxford, 1999, p. 17). 13 Time-signatures such as 2/2, 3/2, 6/4, 3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8, in which the length of quaver beams does not vary, are excluded from this table. 14 Such a theory is credible insofar as we are yet to find even a single example in Bach's hand where an extended quaver beam is used to join beats 2 and 3. 15 See Tomita, 'Reading Soul from Manuscripts', pp. 23-5, for further discussion of Bach's beaming of quaversemiquaver combinations and an illustration of how careful source-based enquiry reveals Bach's revisions.
Having established Bach's norms, we can now consider the exceptions and see what his
spontaneous reactions to either musical or notational features of the movement can tell us about his intentions for the performance.
Bach's two types of quaver beaming -appearance and significance
Whenever the exceptions appear in a piece, their role or significance can be evaluated against one of the following scenarios:
1. the exceptions appear fairly consistently in the movement as if they manifest the character (i.e. speed and mood) of the piece, 'character beaming';
2. the exceptions appear together with norms in consistent patterns, suggesting that Bach intentionally distinguished between the two types of figures as if to convey specific musical ideas, 'musical beaming';
3. the exceptions appear together with norms, but no apparent musical reasons behind the variation can be discerned, 'unintelligible beaming'.
The appearance of beaming as if to manifest character, 'character beaming', is found in a small number of movements and seems sufficiently straightforward to read Bach's intentions:
the short quaver beaming in these examples seems to be related to a particular feature of the movement and can be grouped into two kinds: Both examples examined thus far concerned contrasting beaming practices between subject entries and episodes. The next instances concern the use of the two beam types to delineate the treatment of the material of the fugue subject in different fugal devices. The most compact example is Fugue in C major (WTC I), which contains both practices within the fugue subject, splitting it into a head and tail motive and leaving only one beat of neutral space between them (see ex.5). the entries that belong to those six mentioned earlier. It may therefore be safely concluded that the distinction between the two beam forms in this fugue was executed with reasonable consistency (head 20:4 = 80%; tail 23:0 = 100%), which is significant, and suggests that Bach indeed had a system. From table 7, it is clear that Bach wrote the head motif in the uniform shape of ,with the exception of two instances of default beaming located immediately after a page break, where slips of the pen were more likely to occur; 18 furthermore, the default beams do not start with a quaver rest but a note, making the entries somewhat indistinct. The second of these (bar 23 A)
is decorated with semiquavers, the notation of which is in Bach's norm (cf. table 2, 3rd row).
Statistically, sixteen out of eighteen entries use extended beams, which is very significant (18:16 = 89%).
The notation of the tail motif is summarised in table 8. Statistically, nine out of ten use default beaming (90%), which is equally consequential. The sole exception, found in bar 6 in the soprano, is difficult to explain. Bach may have confused it with the codetta figure of bar 4 as a notational reference. The observations made in relation to exx.7-9 support the notion that Bach responded musically to the content as he was writing it down on paper, whether the focus of his engagement was the development of a melodic organism or the strengthening of the harmonic pulse at cadential points; evidence of this is captured in the form of two distinct types of 'musical' quaver beams. Bach abandoned the use of extended beams when writing out the fourth entry. Does this imply that the change in the type of quaver beam indicates musical intensity reaching the maximum level at which was able Bach to handle multiple melodic motions, and the beaming a means to clarify the texture for the performer? Or does this only affect Bach's ability to write out his music, and not necessarily that he felt the same while performing his music?
Summary
The discussion with the supporting data documented in tables 1-10 above reveals emerging patterns of Bach's beaming habits. 21 
Episodes (bars) Quavers found (voice)

